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Abstract

This  study  aimed  to  describe  the  adoption  process  in  light  of the  diffusion  of  innovations  and  technologies  of the  management  system  enterprise

resource  planning  in  a non-profit  organization, considering  inhibiting  and  facilitating  factors  of this  process  and innovations  or arising  benefits.  A

descriptive  qualitative  approach  was conducted  through  a case study.  Triangulation  of researchers  was used  in  the  content  analysis  of the  empirical

evidences  obtained  through  17  structured  interviews.  It  was  concluded  with  this  study  that  the  facilitating  factors  outweigh  the  inhibiting  factors

of  the  adoption  of  the  system.  With  regard to  innovations  arising  from  the  adoption  of this  technology,  it was found  that  there  were  process  and

administrative  innovations  through  the  implementation  of new  processes,  practices  and  structural  organization, which  resulted  in  the  effective  reach

of  the  organization’s objective,  with respect  to  the  compliance  for  business  customers  which  had  as goal to  adjust  themselves  to  the  standards  of

minimum  quotas  for  hiring  young  apprentices.
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Introduction

The adoption  of  a  new  technology,  which  can result  in  inno-

vation,  is  justified  by  the goal  of  “changing  the organization’s

status quo  in  search  of  improvements”  translated  in  offering  a

product or  service  satisfactory  to  the  customer  (Dias, 2000,  p.

52).

Seeking  improvements  in  order to  remain  competitive  in  the

market, organizations today  have  found  in  the reorganization of

its  processes  an  alternative  to  meet  cost-cutting  requirements

and improvement  of  its  internal  resources.  Thus,  the informa-

tion system  through  information  technology  (IT) is an aid in  the
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search  for  solutions  and  to  identify  opportunities  for innovation

and development  (Mussi  &  Canuto,  2008).

In  this  regard, Farias,  Guimarães and Vargas  (2012,  p. 27)

state  that  “innovation  in  organizations usually  involves  changes

in  the  culture  and organizational behavior,  resulting  in  change.”

However,  the  change may  not  be  committed  to  adopting new

technologies  and  innovations  do  not  take  into account  the

essential steps  to  effect  this  process. The  diffusion process

of  technologies  and innovations  is complex  and,  according  to

Rogers  (1983), follows  a set  of  stages that  will  be  discussed  in

this paper.  The  conceptual  framework  for  the decision-making

process  of  innovations  proposed  by  Rogers (1983)  was adopted

because  this  theoretical  framework  can also  be  used in  the study

of  how  individuals,  groups or  organizations adopt  and diffuse

technologies  that  can  result  in  the proliferation  of  innovations

in  the  case  of  be  achieved  demonstrable  benefits. The  new  tech-

nologies have  caused  significant  changes in  the  organizational

production  (Motta,  2001)  and  those  changes  can be  in  episodic
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or  continuous  order, thus  creating  conditions  for the  occurrence

of  innovations  (Weick  &  Quinn,  1999).

Venkatesh  et al. (2003) indicated  the  need  for  further  research

focusing the process  by  which  individuals  adopt  technologies

and the factors  influencing  its  use,  as  well  as  in  understanding

of the  degree  to  which  information  systems  (IS)  and information

technology  (IT)  are perceived  as  successful  (such  as  ERP) for

organizations, in  the adoption  of  technologies  perspective.

This study  may  contribute  to  the extension  of  knowledge

about the  adoption  of  information  systems  and technologies  (IT)

applied to  the management  of  nonprofit  organizations, proposing

the improvement  of  the  service  offered  to  society. Often  organi-

zations have  neglected  the generation  of  learning  and innovation,

do not  taking  into  account  that  these two  capabilities  can be  fun-

damental  in  the  search actions for  sustainability  in  the  market

(Mendonça  &  Araújo,  2005).

Considering  the above-mentioned  issues,  this  study aimed  to

describe,  in view  of  the diffusion  of innovations and technolo-

gies, the  adoption  process  of  an  enterprise  resource planning

(ERP) a  management  system  in  a non-profit  organization,

considering  hindering  factors  and facilitators  of this  process  and

possible innovations  or  gains.

Theoretical  approach

Technology  is a “potentiator  source  of  possibilities  and

options” (Kelly,  2012,  p.  42),  allowing  savings  of  time and

costs to  organizations. Its  technique  nature  and  method  are

closely  associated  to  knowledge  that  when applied  to  practice

can provide  competitive  advantage for  companies in  the eco-

nomic  scenario.

Zawislak  (1994, p.  3)  addresses  the  technology  through

knowledge,  that  is,  of  “new  ideas,  new  appliances,  new  meth-

ods, new  techniques  and new  technologies”  that  influence  and

generate  development.  Knowledge  is linked to  the  nature  of  tech-

nology,  and  can  be  respected  by techne  and episteme,  being

the techne  the  know-how,  i.e.  an  implicit  knowledge  for  the

practice  (savoir-faire) about  something  and  episteme the univer-

sal, analytical,  cerebral  knowledge,  based  on theory,  impersonal,

i.e., that  is Scientific.  So it  has  technology  as  the  techne  that

is associated  with the logos, aiming  the  logical  analysis  of

phenomena.

Technology can  initiate  the development  and,  therefore,  orga-

nizations  adopt  new  technologies  aiming  to  improve  internal

processes and,  thus, to offer  better  services  and products  to  the

market,  remaining  themselves  competitive  (Zawislak,  1994). It

is in  this  perspective  that  it  is presented  the information  technol-

ogy (IT),  one of  the  elements  related  to the  information  systems

(IS) (Laudon  &  Laudon,  2007;  O’Brien,  2004).

The enterprise  resource  planning (ERP),  technology

addressed  in  this  research,  is a  tool  which  uses  modular  soft-

ware packages  (or  applications)  connected  to  a common central

database that  allows  the integration  of  the  organization in  its

different  business  stages  (Moura,  2006). Thus,  provides  infor-

mation  on  the production  process,  allowing decision-making

at various  levels in  an  appropriate  way  and  in  perfect  time,

from information  integrated  into  a single  database.  Once there

is  consistency  in  the data, it is  possible  to  make  compar-

isons, to  avoid  repetition,  redundancy  and  bureaucracy  in  the

use of  information  for  decision  support.  This  paper  proposes

that all these  benefits  can contribute  to  changes  and  even

innovations.

Technological  innovation  is the main  engine of  economic

development (Arthur,  2011). At  the organizational level,  it  is

one of  the  bases used  to  adapt to  the  rhythm of  the market  dic-

tated  by  globalization  (Mussi &  Canuto,  2008).  According  to

Stal  (2007),  innovation  is the development  of  a  new  method,

device or  machine  that,  on the  market,  could  change the way

in  which  things  happen.  This  change  has  to  be  transforma-

tive in  bringing  improvements  (Tigre,  2006). According to  the

Oslo Manual  (OECD,  2010, p. 12),  “innovation is clearly  part

of a  business  strategy  based  on  transforming  ideas  into  value.

Generally,  improved  goods,  services  or processes”  and can be

configured as  product,  process,  marketing  and organizational

innovation.

Regarding the nature of  change,  Weick  and Quinn  (1999)

distinguish  this  in: continuous  change (tends  to  be cumulative,

continuous, engaging and emerging, which  occurs  in  day-to-day

through upgrades  of  production  processes  and social  practices)

or episodic change (tends  to  be  abrupt,  infrequent,  discon-

tinuous and intentional,  caused  by  an  external  factor when

organizations face periods  of  differences  and changes  from  its

equilibrium condition).  Both  create  conditions  for  innovations.

Thus,  the adoption of  IT  can  promote  changes  in  strategy,  cul-

ture,  processes  and structure (Graeml,  2000) which  may  lead  to

organizational innovation.

Innovation studies  can hardly  do  without  concerns  about  the

spread. This paper  argues that,  from  a  theoretical  point  of  view,

also in  studies  on  adoption of  technologies  there  is a process  or

set of  stages  that  establish  different  schemes  relating  to  chained

decisions  that  can make  the  technology  adopted  achieves  con-

firmation  (Rogers,  1983), thus  contributing  to  innovation.

Cooper  (1990)  proposed  the Stage-Gate  model  that  shows

the process  by  which a product  is designed  and have  to  add

to the  study  of  innovation  and  diffusion of  technologies.  The

model has five  phases  and five  decision  points  which  define  the

continuity or  discontinuity  of  an innovation  project,  namely:  (1)

preliminary investigation to  probe  the  viability  of  the project;  (2)

further investigation; (3)  product  development;  (4) testing  for

validation and (5)  release of  the  product  on  the market  (Cooper,

2000).

Tornatzky  and Fleischer  (1990)  discuss  the  technological

innovation process  from different  perspectives,  namely:  the

user’s perspective  (people), the Working  Group,  the  firm  or the

environment. Thus  divided  into  two  main  segments,  it has  been

the developer’s perspective  and user’s  perspective. Some  steps

inherent  in almost  all  perspectives  and stakeholders  are aware  of

the problems,  selection  of  corresponding  standards,  and commit-

ment to  the  adoption,  implementation  and routinization.  There

are different elements  involved  in  this  process,  such  as  various

activities and events,  individual  decisions  and behaviors. This

model features  from the early  stages  of  developing  a  new tech-

nology to  effective  use,  considering  several  rounds  of  feedback,

making iterative  process.
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Fig. 1.  Decision process innovation (Rogers, 1983, p. 165).

Rogers  (1983)  proposed  the innovation  diffusion  theory

(TDI), consisting  of five  stages,  which  occur  over  time,  given

the influence  of  the social  system and the communication

channels.

The innovation  decision  process  is the search  for  information

made by a sequential  activity  in  which  the  subject is  motivated

to reduce  uncertainty  about  the advantages  and disadvantages  of

a particular  innovation.  This process  consists  of  five phases, as

evidenced  in  Fig. 1,  namely:  previous  conditions  for adoption,

knowledge about  innovation  or  technology,  persuasion  of  the

possible adopter  by  deepening  the  knowledge  about  technology

and searching  for  more information  about  the same;  decision

to adopt  or reject  the technology;  implementation,  that  is the

moment in  which  the technology  is put  into  use;  and finally the

stage of  confirmation  in  which  the  adopter  evaluates  and decides

the maintenance  of  the  adoption  or rejection  of  it after it  has  been

put into  use.

This study  focused  on  this  model  of  Rogers (1983) to  struc-

ture and report  the decision  making  process  for adoption  of  ERP

technology  in  the  organization studied.

Method

The  research  was  conducted  in  a Brazilian  nonprofit  orga-

nization that  serves  individuals  in  socially  vulnerable.  In  June

2014, the  organization has implemented  an Enterprise  Resource

Planning  system  (ERP).  This  decision  is  linked to  the nature  of

the programs  and  projects  undertaken  by the organization, espe-

cially the  Jovem  Aprendiz  Brazilian  Program,  in  parameters  of

the Decree  No.  5598,  December  1st,  2005,  that  offers  vocational

courses in  theoretical  module  (vocational  courses)  and practical

(apprentice  working  in  partner  companies)  to  more than  2100

young  people  in  the Federal  District  (DF) of  Brazil.

This  organization won  a bidding  process,  along  with other

organization of  the same  area  of expertise,  thus  leading  to  a

significant increase in  hiring  apprentices.  Thus,  a  need arose  for

implement an  automated system that  manage  the administrative

and financial  processes  involving  all internal  employees of  the

organization simultaneously  to  the management  of  all  learners.

This organization has hired  116  employees  and 133  volunteers

allocated to  various  programs  and projects  carried  out  by it.

The  subjects  of  this  research  correspond  to  17  employees  of

the administrative  and financial  area, and  the  Chief  Executive

Officer of the  organization and the people  involved  with the

use of  the  ERP system,  considering  the Personnel  Department

RM Labore  module.  To  this  end,  we developed  a case  study of

qualitative  and  descriptive  approach.

The collection  of  empirical  evidence  occurred  in  October

2014,  through  interviews  with  structured  scripts  –  one  for  the

interview  with  the director  and the  other two  interviews  with

managers  and administrative  assistants  –  direct  and indirect  users

of  the technology  adopted.

The  content  analysis  of  empirical  evidence  was  made  by

means of  categorizing  a priori, i.e., prior  establishment  of  eight

core classes defined  from  Rogers  (1983) and other categories

already  cataloged  in  the literature  by  Farias  and Almeida (2014).

Besides  the  a priori  categorization,  if adopted,  also  categoriza-

tion retrospectively  order to  identify  new categories  raised  in the

statements,  but  not  covered  in Rogers  (1983).

Considering  what  recommends  Guion  (2002)  that  to  improve

the validity  and  reliability  of  qualitative  research, triangulation

can be a  way out  once  again, that  the greater  the  convergence  of

views, more validity  and quality can get the result  of  the  study,  it

was conducted a content  analysis  by  triangulation  of  researchers

(Paulien,  Verloop,  &  Beijaard,  2002), consisting  of  the joint  eval-

uation by  researchers  in  the  same field  of  knowledge,  seeking
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Table 1

Acronyms adopted in accordance with the subjects.

Initials Role Initials Role

DP (strategic) President Director ASDP1 (operational) Personal department assistant

CA1 (tactical) Administrative coordinator AA2 (operational) Administrative assistant

CDP (tactical) Personnel Department coordinator AA3 (operational) Administrative assistant

P (tactical) Psychologist ANDP1 (operational) Personal department analyst

AS (tactical) Social Worker  AA3 (operational) Administrative assistant

CP (tactical) Educational coordinator ASDP2 (operational) Personal department assistant

AAC (tactical) Administrative Analyst Commercial ANDP2 (operational) Personal department analyst

CA2 (tactical) Administrative coordinator AA4 (operational) Administrative assistant

AA1 (operational) Administrative assistant

convergence  of  views.  Thus,  the content  analysis  was  conducted

by four  researchers,  and the education  level  of  each  researcher:

doctoral,  master’s  in  progress  and two  researchers  with a  degree

in progress,  a  research  group  of  participants  linked to  an  Admin-

istration  graduate  program  in a  Brazilian  federal university,

through three  rounds  of  meetings  held  in  November  2014  and

the exchange  of  several  emails  aimed  at validation  by identifying

the differences  and similarities  in  relation  to  the  categorization.

During the meetings,  in  order  to identify  specific  categories  or

not bounded  by Rogers  (1983)  or  by  Farias and  Almeida  (2014)

in the  corpus of  the corresponding  texts  to  the  interviewees’

statements  –  these  two  authors  have  cataloged  50  intervening

factors for  technology  adoption  in  organizations, which facili-

tated a  priori  categories  of  classification,  thus  speeding up  the

process of analyzing  content  and triangulation.  When  it was

located  some  convergence with  the  literature in the  statements

of those  interviewed,  the researchers  analyzed  whether  this  cat-

egory  had  been  raised  in  a  previous study.  When  there was

disagreement  or  doubt  regarding any concept  or  category,  it

was discussed  the  issue in  order to  reach the  convergence of

researchers (waiting  at  least  80%  agreement)  as  to  the appropri-

ate categorization.

Analysis  of results

This  section  presents  and  discusses  the  results  found  in  this

study.

It should  be  clarified  that  the subjects  were targeted from  the

level  of decision  and participate  in  the  organization in  order to

perform more detailed  analysis  of  the  results  from the  role  of

each  participant  in  the process.  They  established  the  strategic

level (CEO),  tactical  (coordinators)  and operational  (analysts,

assistants and  assistants).  Table  1 presents  the  acronyms  and

their subjects.

It is  worth mentioning  that  at present  the results  in  “Analysis

of results”  section  it will  be  considered  the same logic of  the

stages of Rogers  (1983).

The prior  conditions  for  the  adoption  of  the  technology

The first  stage  of  the  decision-making  process  of  innovation

(Rogers,  1983)  is called  the step  previous conditions  and refers

to the  situation  where  the organization formerly  in  the  adoption

of  innovation  or  technology.  In  this  stage,  there  are previous

practices, perceived needs  and problems,  the degree  of  innova-

tiveness (innovativeness) of  the decision  unit  and the established

social norms. It  showed  up  in the  collection  of  empirical  evi-

dence  that  7 from  the  17 respondents  were not working in  the

organization during  this  step.

Prior to  the  adoption  of  the  ERP  system,  the organization

used  various tools;  there  is no standard between  what  should

be adopted  in  all  departments.  The  most commonly used  tools

were the  spreadsheets,  shared  through  email  and web.  There

were  activities carried  out manually,  which  raised  the amount  of

paper, then  the  effort  to  scan some documents  without  significant

success. In  this  regard, the  AS interviewed  (tactical)  said:

“Everything  done on paper,  we had folders,  files  and every-

thing was in folders,  all  of  the research  that  we needed,  we

had to  resort  to  the  folders  to  be  able  to have  that  informa-

tion  one  by  one.  We  tried  to  put some spreadsheet  on  the

computer, but  that  was just  not  working  right.”

Beyond these  tools  it  was used  an  integrated  system

widespread  in  small and medium-sized  companies that  had bet-

ter performance  in  the accounting  module  at the expense  of  the

HR module.  The  software  does  not significantly  contributed  to

the integration  between modules  and degree  of  complexity  to

perform some activities,  as  described  by  the  CDP  interviewed

(tactical):

“First, it was a  software  that  was:: (...) a  ‘software’  very  good,

but very  closed. For  example,  there was difficulty  on  some

issues such as  reporting  and other  things  that  would  have  to

meet the need of  the ‘institution’.”

Because  of  the  degree  of  complexity  of  the software  and the

lack of  specialized  professionals  in  the  HR field with  knowledge

of  even  complex  tasks such  as  those  related to  the  Person-

nel Department,  they were carried out  by  an external  company

that used  the  same software  adopted  by the  organization. This

entailed in  immobilization  processes  and more  time  and effort

to  the closing  payrolls. Thus,  the three main needs  described  by

the interviewees  are related to  agility,  control  and integration  of

the information  system  for  decision  support.

Then,  it was  mentioned  the  need  for control and integra-

tion of  information  systems  for  decision  support.  Regarding the

perceived need of control,  it was reported  that  there  was loss  of
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data and information,  lack  of  information  and errors. The  testi-

mony  of  the  respondent  CA1  (tactical) demonstrates  the  lack  of

existing  control:

“The  trouble  is... the information, it was too much  infor-

mation to spend,  too  much  information  to  arrive and it  was

something to  back,  for  example,  is spent...  termination  of  the

term of payment,  vacation that  should be  ‘paid’  two  days ear-

lier,  then  paid  later  because  it had no  control of  who  had to

go on  vacation,  from  who...  from  who was  with  the contract

to expire.”

Farias  et al. (2012, p.  35) indicate  that  the  control  can manifest

itself in  different  forms,  namely:

1) Control  time,  streamlining the assistance;  2)  control of

work,  changing  working  methods  and behaviors,  as  well as

providing performance  monitoring  of  people and sectors;  3)

cost  control  and 4)  control of  information  with  regard to

safety, registration  and storage,  providing  intelligent systems

for  decision  support.

So  in  the  reports, there  was  a high  incidence  of  need  for

information control.

Another  item  often  cited was  the system  integration,  which

is seen  as  the  need  for  database  powered  single  base, which  dis-

tributes the  information  to  all  sectors.  AS  interviewed, (tactical)

said:

“(...)  It  was used  web,  but  it  was not a  system,  ‘right’.  Then

if you  make  some change,  not everyone  has access to  that

change, It is  not recorded  in the  system.”

Besides  the three  perceived  needs  were  also  cited:  tool  com-

patibility  requirements  to  the  organization’s needs;  a  tool  that

would  meet  the  increased  volume  of  services;  automation;

administrative organization and work;  information  for decision

support;  constantly  updated  tool  of  information; reliable  infor-

mation;  and  improved  quality  of  service.

As  mentioned  in “Method”  section of  this  article, by increas-

ing the  number  of  apprentices  to  be met,  it became  necessary

to purchase  a  system  that  would  make  it  agile  and easy to

carry out  administrative  and financial tasks.  This  resulted  in

hiring  specialized  labor,  work  and deep  knowledge  of  the  Per-

sonnel  Department  area.  When  referring  to  software  previously

adopted, the  CDP  interviewed  (tactical) reported:

“The tool  was  very  good,  but  for  a  company  of  a  smaller  size.

Being that  arose  larger  projects, this  technology  would  not

be satisfactory  for  the  “institution”  but,  while  it was  used, it

was very  helpful.”

Considering  the  discussion  of  innovativeness  made by  Rogers

(1983), defined  as  the  degree  to  which  a  unit  of  decision  antici-

pates the adoption  of new  ideas in  relation  to  other members

of a system,  it could  be  shown that  the organization does

not seem  to  fit into  this  profile, as  it does not anticipate  the

adoption of new  technologies,  but  showed  reactive  posture  as

it needed  the  technology  because  of  the sudden  increase  in

demand  for  services.  The  subject  CA2 (tactical)  could  perceive

this:

“(...) Here, it was  the only  place I  worked  that  did not have  (a

software). All  companies  in  ‘what’  I  worked,  I have  worked

since 1996,  all  the  companies I’ve worked  already  ‘had’  soft-

ware. Then  the  management  of  all  sectors,  as  well,  it  was

not only  a module  of  such  department,  it was a  complete

management  software,  you  knowt?  (...)”.

The  knowledge  stage  of  the adopted  technology

This  section  aims to  describe  how  the knowledge  stage  about

the existence  of  the  system  and its  operation  occurred.  According

to Rogers (1983,  p.  165),  “the  knowledge  stage  occurs when an

individual (or  other  decision  unit) is exposed  to  the  existence  of

innovation  and  gains some  understanding  of  how  it  works.”

Being  asked  about  previous  experience  with similar or  equal

systems or  software,  9  from  17  subjects  reported  that  they had

had prior contact 7  from 17 reported that  they  did not  have  any

experience.  Only  one subject of  the tactical  level  hired  after the

adoption of  the  system,  shown  to  have  full knowledge  about

its functioning,  having  used several  other  such  systems,  having

worked on  the  organization of  the system  developer and partic-

ipated in  more than  60 training. The  number  of staff with  little

previous  knowledge  of  the tool  affects  the  innovation  decision

process (Rogers,  1983). In  case  of  more  complex  innovations,  it

is necessary  even  greater degree  of  knowledge,  and when  there

is no  adequate  level  of  knowledge,  there is a greater  propen-

sity for  rejection  or  discontinuation.  Often  decision-makers  are

not the  implementers  (Rogers,  1983).  In  this  organization, sub-

ject only  to the  strategic and tactical management  level  know

how to  answer  how was the  knowledge  of  the organization

of  the  existence  of  the system  and  its  operation,  reporting

that  this  was done  through  the presentation  of  the system  or

by a  partner  organization operating  in  the same  sector  and

branch.

The knowledge  of  the system  operation  by  some  operational

level  of  the  individual  occurred after the adoption,  at  the  stage  of

implementation  and  confirmation,  which  shows that  the  organi-

zation  “burned”  steps.  The  consequence  of  this  became  evident

in  later  stages  as  the individuals  reported  problems  such  as  the

need to  adapt  the  system  to not  make  mistakes  and lack  of

knowledge  about  the  tool.  They  were also  reported as  forms  of

knowledge  of  system operation,  some internal  training,  taught

by the subject  with  greater knowledge,  which  forwarded  it to

the tactical level  where  the  other individuals  of  the  Personnel

Department were.

The  persuasion  stage  of  the  adopted  technology

It is in  the persuasion  phase  that  the  individual  deepens

his knowledge  about  technology,  seeking  information  about  its

advantages  or  disadvantages  and attributes  in  order  to  develop  a

favorable  or unfavorable  attitude  toward  the same  (Rogers,  1983,

p.  165). When  asked  about  the benefits  and  difficulties caused

by the system  adopted,  the  individuals  cited  many difficulties

confronting  more  benefits.

Regarding the  relative  advantage (Rogers,  1983),  the benefits

cited by  participants  were:  (1)  speed,  (2)  ease  of  use,  (3)  greater
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integration  between  departments,  (4)  more accurate  informa-

tion,  (6)  adjustment  to increase  the  volume  of  services.  Thus,

following a respondent’s  account  of  relative  advantages  of  the

new system:

“And  the... the  previous  had this  integration,  but  we do  not...

They had  a  degree  of  difficulty  to  make  this  very  large  integra-

tion and  complexity  also  very  large.  In  an  integrated manner,

but it  had  thus  is he was  specialized  in  one area  and  other areas

had difficulties  were  suffered  more  ‘right’.  So in  accounting,

he was  more  specialized,  but  in  the  payroll  area,  personnel

management  area itself,  in  the financial  area,  he  had more

difficulty” (Interviewed DP – strategic)

Referring to the complexity, Rogers (1983,  p.  230)  states

that it is  “the degree  to  which  an  innovation  is perceived  as

relatively difficult  to  understand  and use”. So  when  the  respon-

dents were  asked,  individuals  of  the  operational  level  who

have direct  contact  with  the  system,  they reported that,  com-

pared to  other  ‘software’,  this  provided  greater  ease  of  use

and understanding.  For  Venkatesh,  Thong  and Xu  (2012, p.  6)

the expectation  effort  is “the  ease  associated  with  the use of

user-technology”;  Ease  of  use  is a determining  factor  for the

adoption  whose  meaning is “the  degree  to  which  individuals

believe that  using  a particular  system will  be  free  of  physical

and mental  effort.” The  subject ASDP2  (operating)  confirms  this

evidence:

“(...) It is  a good software  because  it’s so  simple,  anyone  who

comes and  ‘gives’  it a read  in  the  handout  can do::  then  it is

easy to  deal  with.”

There  are even greater  ease of  use compared  to  other  market

software, the  subject  DP  (strategic) has  listed as  a difficulty  to

need high  expertise  and knowledge  about  the software.  This  may

result from  the  fact  that  the same  guy  has informed  that  prior to

adoption,  the Department  of  Personnel  did not have  sufficient

structure to perform  more complex  tasks.  With  the  reabsorption

of more  complex  tasks,  it created the need  to  seek  professionals

that are  more  specialized.

Regarding testability  (Rogers,  1983)  from  the  ERP  system,

the DP  interviewed  of  the  strategic  level  claimed  to  looking  for

information  from  the  partner organization that  has  provided  the

software  license,  holding  meetings  and  visits  to  this  organiza-

tion. As  well as  the  adoption  had been  positive,  for the partner

organization could  be  one for the  organization under  his com-

mand.  However,  it could  not be  applied  to  previous  tests  in  the

studied  organization.

For Rogers  (1983),  the degree  of  testability  of  technology  is

positively  linked  to  the adoption and the  greater  the degree  of

testability of a technology,  the  greater  the  propensity  of  the oper-

ative unit  to  adoption.  However,  the subject – the interpersonal

communication  channel  –  established  between  the studied  orga-

nization  and  the partner organization, was convincing  enough,

driving adoption.

Regarding the observability  (Rogers,  1983)  of  the results

provided by  the system,  all  subjects  saw  positive  and tangi-

ble demonstrable,  such  as  the reduction  of  days  in  minutes  to

perform  certain  tasks,  as  demonstrated  by  the  CDP  interviewed

(tactical):

“(...) Today,  it is already  able to  see,  for example,  things  which

would, for  example,  months, we  can do  today, for example,

as in  hours  or  even  within  minutes.  Example:  you take 600

accounts, to  register in  any  system  today;  you  do  not  spend

less  than  five  / six  hours. Because of  the  complexity you  have

to go  into  screens,  you  have  to  register,  inform,  whenever  you

save the information  in  any  system,  it reassesses  every  other

field to  see  if there’s  anything  missing,  there  ‘gives  those

inconsistencies’. Since  the  system  came  from another  base,

as “you”  saved  always  lack  something  (laughs)  he  asks  you

to save.  So  we set  up  an accounts  import  mechanism,  for

example, we’ve spent here  hours  and hours  to  do  that  today,

I do alone  in  five  minutes.”

An  inherent  aspect  of  the  adopted  technology,  which  is con-

figured  as  a drawback,  concerns  the cost/price  of the  system.

The respondent  DP  (strategic)  reported  that:

“(...) Well, the  difficulty  we had mainly refers  to  cost  ‘right’,

the financial cost  of  the  software  is not  a cheap  cost.  There-

fore, this  cost,  in  a  way, had a  negative influence  for us  to

take the  decision.”

The variable  value/price  is  characterized  in  the literature  as

one of  the  determining  factors  of  technology  adoption (Tigre,

2006;  Venkatesh  et al.,  2012).

The decision  stage  of  the adopted  technology

After conducting  a survey  of  benefits  and difficulties arising

from the  adoption of  the system  in  addition to  their  decisive

characteristics for adoption,  as  stated  in  “The persuasion  stage

of  the adopted  technology”  section,  the organization decided  to

adopt the technology.  The  decision  stage is the one “in  which

the decision  unit  is engaged in  activities that  lead to  choosing  –

to adopt  or  reject”  (Rogers,  1983,  p. 172). The  account  of  the

respondent  DP  (strategic) confirms  the turning  point:

“We looked  at the  number  of  benefits  it  could  bring us  the

degree of  difficulties  and when  we put on  the  scale,  we find

that the  number  of  positives  ‘were’  larger than  the negatives.

And then,  just  adopted.”

Here  again it verifies the importance  of  the factor  rela-

tive advantage  (Rogers,  1983)  and also  the  relative  value/price

(Venkatesh  et al., 2012)  as  factors  often  determinant  for the

process  of  adoption  of  technologies  by  organizations.

The two major  reasons  for  the  adoption of  the  software,

observed the  frequency  of occurrence  in  the  speech  of  respon-

dents were  “tool  serves  to  increase  the  volume  of  services

rendered” and “speed”,  precisely, which  are  the  constructs  that

showed how the greatest  perceived needs  in  “The  prior condi-

tions for  the  adoption  of  the technology”  section.  Thus,  Rogers

(1983) reflects that,  normally,  when the perceived needs  are  met,

there is  a  faster rate  for  the  diffusion of  innovation  – logic that

in this  paper  was applied  to  the adoption  of  technologies.
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The implementation  stage  of  the  adopted  technology

The  hiring  IT  professionals  is  often  a necessary  action  so  that

the organization can  implement  a technology.  The  implementing

stage “occurs  when  an  individual  (or  other decision unit) puts  the

technology in  use”  (Rogers,  1983,  p.  175).  According to  O’Brien

(2004, p. 413),  “the  success  or  failure  of  an  information  service

organization lies  primarily  in  the  ability of  their  staff.” Another

relevant factor  refers  to  the training  or  time  to  practice  using

the system,  defined  by  Aggelidis  and Chatzoglou  (2009)  and

Holden  and  Karsh  (2009) as  the  realization  of  training  programs

on the  use of  IS before  their introduction  and during  its  operating

period.

There was  classroom  and  distance  training  involving  only

five members  of  the Personnel  Department.  However,  these

occurred after  the  introduction  stage.  The  subjects  had to  apply

the acquired  knowledge  directly  to  the practice,  resulting in

an adjustment  phase  and some  mistakes  in performing  tasks.

Some  subjects  evaluated  the training  as  insufficient,  resulting

in the  inability  team  to  the  system domain.  The subject  AA3

(operating) reveals  this  fact:

“(...) Since  I’ve  got,  the first  few  months  were  a  bit  troubled,

I didn’t  hit  everything  ‘right’, some  things  went wrong  and

had to  be fixed,  and:: it was only  this, even a negative way it

was this  adaptation  time, complicated.”

It is important  to  note  that  in  the cataloging of  the  literature

made by  Farias and  Almeida  (2014),  self-efficacy,  individual

skills and  training  or  practice  time  using  the system  are allocated

as crucial  variables  in  the implementation  stage  of  a  technology.

Another action  taken  refers  to the “capacity  planning”  of

the hardware  structure,  taken  to  Laudon  and Laudon  (2007,  pp.

123–124) as  the  process  of  analyzing  and forecasting  the satura-

tion point  of  the hardware  capacity.  Thus,  the CA1  interviewed

(tactical) described  the  actions:

“Firstly,  an  analysis  was  made  of  the  network,  especially,

the traffic  information.  Therefore,  they (the  subjects  of the

partner organization that  gave  the software  license)  evalu-

ated the speed  of  the  internet  to  see  if she  could  attend.

In fact, it  works  with  remote  access. Second,  an  anal-

ysis of the  equipment  that  we have,  computers  and the

adequacy of  the hardware  so  the software  could  work

perfectly.”

While this  was  one  of  the actions carried  out,  it was  a  problem

because the  web  did  not  involve  the  system,  constantly  getting

out of  breath.  By opting  up  by  adopting the new  tool, the need

for the  transfer of  the old  software  data  to  the  database  sys-

tem used,  which resulted  in  difficulties,  since the  information

was not  transferred  perfectly,  being  in  different standards  and

codes.

New  technologies  bring with  them changes  on  the  way  people

are  mobilized  to work  as  well  as  important  skills and  behaviors

to productivity.  Linked  to  change is the resistance  caused  by:

(a)  comfort  in  the status  quo;  (b)  disagreement  about  the reason

for the  change;  (c) doubt  about  the ability  to achieve change

(Graeml,  2000).

The  enabling  conditions  are critical  to  the  successful adop-

tion of  technologies.  Some  of  these  conditions  are the  existence

of resources  necessary  for  the adoption  of  the technology,  the

knowledge  to  use,  compatibility  with  the technologies  in  use and

the help  of  others  when  there is difficulty  in  using  (Venkatesh

et al.,  2012). If this  is omitted  by the  decision  maker  of  adoption

process,  it is possible  that  among several  problems,  there  is  an

unfavorable attitude  toward  technology  solution  by the  user.

Thus,  the  CDP  interviewed  (tactical)  reports about  the  resis-

tance  to  change:

“(...) People  always  have  that  old story:  ‘I have  always  worked

well,”  Someone  came who  wans  to  change,  then  this  cultural

issue is a  bit  complicated.  Until people  understand  that  it is

the best,  maybe  not the best  for you  today, but  tomorrow

will be.  We  are aiming not only the question of  now,  but  the

question,  in  fact, the “institution”,  the  “institution”  will  take

the best,  will  earn  more  with  regard to  the  corporate  issue,

that its  employees  may  have  a welfare  better  soon. Not  so

all this, the person,  sometimes,  understands  and goes  to  the

negative side  that  is the resistance. People  sometimes  have

resistance to  new  technology  and would  not  be  different,  for

example,  with  TOTVS  RM,  as  it ‘moves’  with all  sectors”.

The  implementation  phase  ends  “when  the  new  idea  becomes

institutionalized  and  part  of  the daily  operations  of  the subject”

(Rogers,  1983,  p.  175). In  the  organization, it can be  seen  that

this phase  is ended, since the individuals  of the  tactical  and oper-

ational levels  reported  dire  need  of  using  the  system,  by  asking,

“how it would  work for  them  exercised  without  the use  of the  new

‘software’  – which  would  be  delayed,  difficult, redoubled,  and

impossible.  Only one subject  reported  that  he  would  not  change

anything  at his  work, which  demonstrates  the  stabilization  of

system use.

The confirmation  stage  of  the  adopted  technology

As the confirmation  step  is taken  as  an  evaluation  of  the

positive and negative aspects  of  adoption  in  order  to  decide

to continue the adoption  or  discontinue  it (Rogers,  1983), in

the following  Table  2 is  a summary  of  the presented  needs  by

the organization related  to  the positive  aspects of  the decision

process of  technology  adoption  (columns  1 and  2 of  Table  2),

the negative aspects  and problems  faced  (columns  3  and 4  of

Table  2).  Thus,  one can  undertake  an  analysis  of  the  elements  that

underlie the organization during  the  confirmation  phase  (Table 2:

overall rating  confirmation  stage).

By differentiating  cells using  the gray  shading, it can see

that many  of  the needs  perceived  in  previous  tools  were met

with the adoption  of  the  new  system.  This led  to  a  positive

assessment  by  all those  involved  when asked  about  the  inten-

tion to  expand  the use  of  the  system  for other  departments,

through  the adoption  of  new  modules  to  other areas of  man-

agement.  That  is,  there  was  not  only an  intention  to  further

adoption but  also  the expansion  tool  because  for those  involved

its  provided  benefits  outweighed  the  negatives and problems

faced.
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Table 2

Overall rating confirmation step.

Confrontation between the needs presented by the subjects to adopt the ERP system and positives, negatives and problems faced checked in step confirmation

Needs Positive aspects Negative aspects Faced  problems

Control Control Value/price Difficulty for data transfer

Tool compatibility to organization’s

needs

There was  research and analysis of

the software

Shortage of professionals

with knowledge of the

software market

Shortage of professionals with

knowledge of the software market

Information to support decision Information to  support decision Implementation of only a

software module

Growth in demand for the services

offered by the organization

Improve quality of service Improved quality of service Lack of training or time to

practice using the system

Infrastructure disability

Administrative and work Administrative and  work Resistance to change Resistance to  change

Agility Agility Lack of staff capacity on the

system

Lack of staff capacity on the system

System integration System integration – –

Tool that meets the increased volume

of services rendered

Tool that meets the increased volume

of services rendered

– –

Automation Facility to use – –

Update –

Unknowledge Unknowledge Unknowledge Unknowledge

There was  not perceived

negatives by the subject

There was not perceived negatives by the

subject

Source: Empirical Research Evidences, 2015.

On the  search  for  possible  innovations  arising  from the

adoption of  the studied  technology

This  section  examines  whether  there  was  generation  of  inno-

vation from  the  adoption  of  the new  system.  When  asked if the

adoption  of  the  system  has brought  improvements  to  the orga-

nization,  the  individuals  cited various gains achieved,  such  as

evidenced  in “Analysis  of  results”  section.

Considering  the  social  perspective, the ERP system adopted

enabled the  expansion  of  the  inclusion  in  the  labor  market  in

an educated  way, of  young  people  in  vulnerable  situations,  and

improve  the  quality of  service  offered  to  learners  through  the

psychological  care  increase  and assistance.  The  respondent  CDP

(tactical) reported  that:

“(...)  The social  (gain), every job that  is created is a  tremen-

dous benefit,  socially,  that  when  you  take a  young  man  and

gives him a job,  his  father  and mother  have ‘is’ happy  and,

socially speaking,  this  young  man  is already  included because

it already  has provided  now  buy  some things,  in a position to

think about  a  better  future.”

The Brazilian  government  constantly  monitors the

partner–client companies  of  this  organization in  order to

ensure compliance  with  the  provisions  of  the  Apprentice

Law,  adding  the  analysis  of  compliance  with  minimum  quotas

for hiring  apprentices.  Thus,  inspectors  have  used reports

provided by  the organization for  their  analysis.  The  preparation

of these  reports  has become  easier  and clearer and more

reliable data following  the  adoption  of  ERP system  studied.

To obtain  the exact  data of  the  number  of  apprentices  hired  by

certain company,  agents  can see  which  companies are  actually

complying with  the  mandatory minimum  quota.  Thus,  there

was administrative  innovation  (Birkinshaw,  Hamel  &  Mol,

2008 cited  by Farias,  Guimarães,  Vargas,  &  Albuquerque,

2011)  in  terms  of  improved  accountability,  so  that  the numbers

generated in  the  reports  have  reflected  more  accurately  the

reality.

The improvement  reported  as  “optimization”  of  process

refers to  the least effort  caused by  the  reduction  of  manual

tasks and increase of automated  tasks  that  resulted in  speed  in

performing  the tasks.  Participants  addressed  about  the process

improvement  through  agility:

“(...)  Look,  the great  success  we had with this  software: what

was done manually  today  is  done in  the form of  files. So

today, no  one enters  the bank’s  website  to  make  payment  of

young, we  just  send the file and  then released,  authorize,  and

payment is made on  the  young  man’s  account,  the  account  of

the person  who  works.  The  same  is already  happening  with

food stamps,  everything  is done  on file  so  spent  that  time  to

manually type  everything.  Then so  is::  brought  many  benefits

and to  optimize  the  time that  we  spent too much  time  on one

thing, we  started  to  not spend  more  this  time.”  (Interviewed

CA1 – tactical)

(...) For  example,  we’ll  make  one,  post  a payment,  the other

software would  one by  one,  making  launching one by  one,  in

the current  software  we  can now  do  all  and just  go  changing

what you  have  that  change.::  And  that’s what  ‘okay’ bringing

better. (Interviewed  ASDP1  –  operational)

Similarly, there have  been improvements  in  the efficiency and

processes  as  reported,  respectively,  by  the subject  DP  (strategic):

“(...) If we  had  not  adopted, as  we  win  a  bid,  if  we  had

not adopted  this  “site”  –  whatever  involved  more than  1000

young people  – then  we  would  have  no  condition  to  make

that  management.  Greatly  improved  the efficiency,  we  would

have  a much  higher degree  of  difficulty  if he  had  not used  this

new ‘software”’.
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Adopting  the classification  of  the Oslo Manual  (OECD,

2010), these  changes can be  classified  as  process  innovations,

considering that  the  increased  operational  efficiency with  real

gains exposed  throughout  this  work was  reported.

It has  also  improved  administrative  organization and  work.  So

after the  adoption  of  the technology,  the sectors  were structured.

Laudon  and Laudon  (2007) state  that  by  adopting  an IT, it is

necessary to  make  changes,  among them  structural  and process.

Thus the  statement  of the respondent  P (tactical),  following,

enhances the  evidence  of  a  possible  innovation  in  processes

(OECD,  2010):

“(...)  What  I  can  gather a better  definition...  of  sectors,  defi-

nition of  each  paper  industry,  greater  wealth  of  information,

exchange of  information  between  sectors.”

Therefore,  the results  of  this  research  made it  possible  to

check demonstrable  results with  the adoption  of  the  system.

Given this,  it is  inferred  that  there  is evidence  of  the  prolif-

eration of administrative  type  Birkinshaw  innovations;  Hamel;

Mol,  2008  cited by Farias  et  al. (2011)  and processes  (OECD,

2010) of the  adoption  of  the  ERP  system  in  the  organization

locus  of  the  study.

Conclusion

This  research  aimed  to  describe, in  view of  the diffusion

of innovations  and  technologies,  the adoption  process  of  an

enterprise  resource  planning management  system (ERP)  in a

non-profit organization, considering  hindering  factors  and facil-

itators of this  process and  the  possible  innovations  or gains. The

presentation  and  discussion  of  the  empirical  evidence  of qual-

itative approach  – text  corpus  originating  in  the  interviews  –

made possible  the understanding  that  the  positive  factors  out-

weighed  factors  that  complicate  and that  some of  the  reported

gains could  be classified,  based  on  literature,  as  administrative

and processes  innovations,  through  the implementation  of  new

practices.

It was noted also  that  the  adoption of  the system took  place

in a context  of change  episodic  nature, driven by  external  rea-

sons (success  in  the bidding  process  to  expand  the  range  of

services  generated  surge  in  demand  for  the  services  offered  to

the Jovem  Aprendiz  Brazilian  Program)  (Weick &  Quinn, 1999).

From this  event, the organization noted  the  need  to  improve

and substantially  expand  its  activities  related  to  the program

in order  to support  the  new demand, and the new  envisaged

system  like  a  technological  solution  able  to  meet  the adminis-

trative needs  of its Department  of  Personnel,  through  RM  Labore

module.

Finally, it is emphasized  that  Rogers  (1983) proposes  in

its  decision-making  process,  certain  linear  logic (well-defined

stages of a diffusion  process).  However,  respondents  did  not

show  lined  perceptions  faithfully  the level  of  sequential  repor-

ting  the  process.  This  shows  that  the decision  to  adopt  or  reject

certain technology  solution  or  innovation  presents  diffuse and

non-linear way.  Thus,  the intervening  factors  of  adoption  would

not  therefore  present  only in  persuasion  stage,  but  probably  in

the  whole  process  (Farias &  Almeida,  2014).  In  addition,  the

non-linearity  –  the  iterative  – steps relating  to these proceedings

is discussed  by  Tornatzky and  Fleischer  (1990) and this  may

give rise  to  further  discussion  in  future  studies.
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